To be
completed by

Poem for the Wall - Editing Check List Part 1

POET

Poet’s Name: _________________________________________ Hour: _________

POET: Before creating your Final Copy, please edit your own poem for the
conventions below, and check each to indicate you have edited for it. Before
turning in your Final Copy, please have a partner complete Part 2 on the back.
 Poem is written on white or light colored paper so it is easy to read, then mounted on colored
paper so it looks somewhat like this:
To be

TITLE
The Dance

Mounted on
bright /
colorful paper

Loneliness . . . a dance
every soul must make
taking her turn
across the floor

Neatly
formatted
poem w/ white
space

Music strumming and tugging
a soul along
stretching
reaching
twirling
swaying
to its own rhythm
beating out its own
tune
in tune
out of tune

Printed on white
(plain or lined) or
light colored
paper

Doesn’t matter if
no one’s watching
or everyone –

By-line
(unless you
remain
anonymous)

Loneliness is their
dance too
by Shelly Unsicker-Durham

 I have edited for the following:
 spelling
 capitalization (correct or consistent)
 punctuation (correct or consistent)
 My final copy looks professional and/or creative and is easy to read.
 The poem is printed (or typed) on white or light colored paper (plain or lined).
 The poem is mounted on colored paper
 The poem includes a title
 I included the following information on the back of my poem:
 Name (unless included on the front)
 Teacher Name
 YES (or NO) if you are giving (not giving) permission to publish in the Anthology.
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To be
completed by

Poem for the Wall - Editing Check List Part 2

PARTNER

Poet’s Name: _________________________________________ Hour: _________
Partner’s Name (Peer Editor): ____________________________________________

PEER EDITOR: Edit the writer’s poem for the conventions and formatting
below, and check each to indicate you have edited for it.
 The poem is written on white or light colored paper so it is easy to read, then mounted on
colored paper so it looks somewhat like this:
To be

TITLE

The Dance
Loneliness . . . a dance
every soul must make
taking her turn
across the floor

Neatly
formatted
poem w/ white
space

Music strumming and tugging
a soul along
stretching
reaching
twirling
swaying
to its own rhythm
beating out its own
tune
in tune
out of tune

Mounted on
bright /
colorful paper

Printed on
white or light
colored paper

Doesn’t matter if
no one’s watching
or everyone –

By-line
(unless you
remain
anonymous)

Loneliness is their
dance too
by Shelly Unsicker-Durham

 I have edited for the following:
 spelling (I have circled lightly in pencil any words I believe are misspelled)
 capitalization (correct or consistent)
 punctuation (correct or consistent)
 The final copy looks professional / creative and is easy to read.
 The poem is printed (or typed) on white or light colored paper (plain or lined).
 The poem is mounted neatly on colored paper.
 The poem includes a title.
 The poet included the following information on the back of the poem:
 Name (unless included on the front)
 Teacher Name
 YES (or NO) if you are giving (not giving) permission to publish in the Anthology.
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